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Tutankhamun was the son of Akhenaten (formerly Amenhotep IV) and one of Akhenaten's sisters, or possibly
one of his cousins. As a prince, he was known as Tutankhaten. He ascended to the throne in 1333 BC, at the
age of nine or ten, taking the throne name Nebkheperure. His wet nurse was a woman called Maia, known
from her tomb at Saqqara. His teacher was most likely Sennedjem.
Tutankhamun - Wikipedia
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Travel back in time to meet the pharaohs of ancient Egypt with this hands-on history series.
Discover Ancient Egypt - 5th Grade Worksheets | Education.com
Ancient Egyptian civilization is so grand that our minds sometimes have difficulty adjusting to it. If you're
awed by the Great Pyramid, amazed by the magnificent golden mask and other treasures of Tutankhamen,
curious about how this longest-lived of all ancient cultures has influenced us, or just intrigued by the
mysterious hows and whys of all things Egyptian, then you must own this ...
History of Ancient Egypt Prof. Brier-Ancient & Medieval
Despite the refusal of the Secretary General of the Egyptian Supreme Council of Antiquities, Zahi Hawass, to
release any DNA results which might indicate the racial ancestry of Pharaoh Tutankhamen, the leaked results
reveal that King Tutâ€™s DNA is a 99.6 percent match with Western European Y chromosomes.
King Tut's DNA is Western European | EUTimes.net
This show is an incredibly fun way to introduce kids to life in Ancient Egypt. Although TUT, TUT is a fictional
story, it revolves around factual events that led up to TUT taking the throne.
Tut, Tut! A New Musical Play for Kids - Beat by Beat Press
Old Kingdom and FIP. A Seal of Pharaoh Peribsen (in tomb P at Abydos) (8/4/17) The first known sentence
of Ancient Egypt (other than a name) date: dyn. 2, reign of Peribsen
THE EEF GUIDE TO INTERNET RESOURCES FOR ANCIENT EGYPTIAN TEXTS
PYRAMIDSReadingComprehension!!
TheGreat$Pyramidat$Gizais$oneof$theworld's$most$amazinglandmarks.$Risinghigh
abovetheSaharaDesert$intheGizaregionof$northernEgypt ...
PYRAMIDS Reading Comprehension - mrnussbaum.com
Archaeologists in Egypt discovered a massive statue in a Cairo slum that may be of pharaoh Ramses II, one
of the country's most famous ancient rulers.
Egypt archaeologists discover massive statue in Cairo slum
In addition, one of the earliest â€œTilapiaâ€• objects is a very early but possibly damaged stone palette â€“
said to be â€œschistâ€• but more likely Wadi Hamamat greenish greywacke [6] â€“ from the prehistoric Late
Naqada II-III period, ca. 3300-3000 BCE, one of many (at least 35) early fish palettes, evidence for a long
history of value of fish to Predynastic and Ancient Egypt.[7]
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Ancient Egyptian Tilapia Fish Story - Electrum Magazine
Egypt says archaeologists have discovered a bust of the Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius in the southern
city of Aswan.
Archaeologists find bust of Roman emperor in Egypt
Special Experience: In the Nitrian Desert visit the self-sufficient Coptic Monastery of St Bishoy, the â€˜Star of
the Desertâ€™.Born in 320 AD, St Bishoyâ€™s body is said to be preserved to this day inside the
monastery. Later weâ€™ll continue to the city of Alexandria on Egyptâ€™s north coast.
Egypt in Depth | Bunnik Tours
ANNE OF WINDY POPLARS by L. M. MONTGOMERY 1936 THE FIRST YEAR 1 (Letter from Anne Shirley,
B.A., Principal of Summerside High School, to Gilbert Blythe, medical student at Redmond College,
Kingsport.)
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